EMBED Unknown

Tie a knotted scrap of
balloon to the bottom of
the figure. Inflate the tip
end of a clear 646 balloon
to about 12". Push the
figure head first into the
clear balloon.

You may need to apply a little
pressure to the other end of
the bubble to stop the air to
the other end of the balloon.
Once the figures are in just
cut the balloon as shown.

Push the CD up into the
clear balloon until the tip
end of the clear balloon is
stretched out.

Once you have done this the
clear balloon will fold over
the CD to make a dome
shape

Place the round balloon
onto a flat surface and
push the cd down at the
same time as letting the air
SLOWLY out of the round
balloon.

Keep the cd level. When you
feel it make contact with the
flat surface, don't be tempted to
take the pressure off. You will
feel air is still escaping. Just
make sure to keep it flat and
the balloon central.

The figures will now be inside
two layers of balloon so pull
the top layer over the figures
so they are inside a single
layer.

Push the lip of an 11" or 12"
round balloon through the
hole in another CD.

You will feel when the air
has locked in and no more
air will escape. When you
feel this you can take your
hand off. This is how it
should look.

Take hold of the scrap that
was tied to the bottom of the
figures. Inflate the clear
balloon as above with a small
tip and tie the end. Thread
the ends through a cd. Make
sure the cd is shiny side up.

Inflate the round balloon.

Now it is a simple matter of
tying the base of the dome to
the lip of the CD base.

